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We’ve had a makeover
Welcome to the first edition for 2015. Forgive
us for the delay in publication but you could
argue we’re still in holiday mode, with the
amount of time we’ve been spending off
road enjoying our company Wrangler. In our
last edition, we were excited to show off our
company vehicle. Since then we’ve made a
few modifications and now we couldn’t be
happier.

Before

We also like to take this opportunity to
announce that we will be attending Camp
Coffs 2015 this Easter weekend. The event
will be hosted by Jeep Action Magazine and
will entail graded trips to suit all Jeeps and
drivers. It’s going to be a great week and we
hope to see you there.

What’s on it?
Description
Trektop NX Black Twill
Highrock 4x4 Front
Bumper
Highrock 4x4 Tubular Gill
Guard
Interior Console Lock Box
Front Floor Liners
Rear Floor Liners
Rear Cargo Liner
Tailgate Organizer

Part Number
56922-17
42910-01 (Satin)
42640-01
51500-01
51503-01
51507-01
54136-01
56922-17

After

Melbourne Jeep Owners
CLub mini Expo
Melbourne Jeep Owners Club
Membership: http://mjoc.org.au/
Membership enquiries: membership@mjoc.org.au
The members of the Melbourne Jeep Owners Club (MJOC) were kind enough to invite us to
their first meeting of the year. To celebrate the New Year, MJOC hosted a mini-expo where a
number of vendors met with members to discuss the latest products as well as what’s new in the
industry.

The Melbourne Jeep Owners Club was established in 1997 and has grown to become the
largest active Jeep Owners Clubs in Australia. It is a thriving, proactive club with over 300
enthusiastic members from all age groups from around Victoria (predominantly from greater
Melbourne). Most Jeep models are represented and new members are made very welcome
and are encouraged to join in the regular club activities, trips, driver training and social events.
The club has a large number of qualified and experienced trip leaders who run trips from
easy and leisurely scenic drives, more challenging and difficult tracks, right through to the
most extreme. The club runs regular training courses for members from Basic Proficiency (a
requirement before going on a trip), Advanced, to Trip Leader courses. The club also offers
other specialist courses, such as First-Aid, Chainsaw, and even Extreme 4WD’ing.

Product profile
The Trektop Pro is the next stage in soft top
design. As an industry-first, both Bestop and
Soft Tops Online are proud to present a hybrid
model that includes a rear glass hatch and
sliding glass passenger windows. Enjoy the
freedom and animation of a soft top whilst
integrating the foundations and security of a
hard top. Feature and benefits include:

•

Industry-first hard rear glass hatch for easy
access to rear cargo area

•

New zipper free installation system for easy
access

•

Sliding glass for front and rear seat passengers

•

Premium black acrylic twill fabric for durability
and great no-wrinkle appearance

•

Sunrider flip-back panel for open air driving

•

Includes hardware, door surrounds, rear arch
module, side windows, safety glass hatch with
in-built defroster connection

Opinion Piece: The future of
the soft top
They are the indeterminable uncertainties of our time:
‘Beatles or Stones, Tomato or BBQ, Connery or every
other Bond?’ These are the aesthetic debates that have
been bounced around pub walls since the dawn of time.
With regard to automotive enthusiasts, one of the most
provocative discussions often encountered is the age
old topic, ‘hard top vs soft top’.
We would like to take this opportunity to throw in our
two cents in on the subject. Whilst we’re obviously
subjective, we thought instead of actively trying to
promote the benefits of soft tops we would just try to
give some up-front information associated with convertibles and let you decide to decide for
yourself.
Noise
Noise is a common issue associated with soft tops and a concern for many people looking to
buy a convertible. To put it in perspective, the Edmunds review of the MX-5 states that the “soft
top registered 77.0 decibels at 110km/h and the new PRHT (hard top variant), 72.9dB.” In the
scheme of things, the
difference of 4-5dB is
barely noticeable.
With regard to modern
vehicles, the interior
acoustics have helped
with noise reduction.
Robbins Auto Tops
apply an advanced
window bonding system
called Permalok where
the topping material
is folded around a
structural metal support ring (not plastic) which is then bonded to the window glass using a
high strength bonding agent. This advanced bonding seal ensures no gaps which dramatically
reduces noise reverberation within the vehicle.
So whilst there is slightly more noise with soft tops, it’s really not as bad as it first appears. With
the right top you can keep noise at a minimum and ensure you have the highest level of comfort
possible whilst driving.

The future of the soft top
(continued)
Leaks
Whilst there’s a stigma that your top can spring
a leak at any time, it’s not as common as you
may have thought. A majority of leaks are
caused from faulty door seals which can occur
in both hard and soft top variants.
Modern soft tops have made dramatic
improvements since the original canvas sheets. Soft top fabric itself is designed to withstand
excessive downpours and the seams that connect the window to the fabric (area most
susceptible to leaking) are bonded through Radio Frequency (RF) welding. This technique fuses
the two surfaces together providing a strong, water tight join. This process has minimised the
need for stitched seams which can leak and are subject to tearing.
Security
When it comes to soft tops, there is always the risk that the top could be slashed by people
looking to steal the contents inside the car. Unfortunately there is no direct solution however
there a number of preventative measures that can be taken to help reduce the risk. You can
take simple precautions like off-street parking (when possible) and keeping valuables out of
sight either by removing them from your vehicle or placing them in a lockable storage unit.
However as previously said this risk is not 100% preventable and unfortunately is one of the
issues that come with the territory of owning a convertible.
Why have a soft top then?
When we’re asked this question, we say; it’s not for everyone. To be
honest, a little extra care and attention is required to ensure that your top
performs well.
Despite the initial hesitation, the convertible option does offer a lifestyle
that many would find alluring. A soft top gives the potential to turn an
everyday event like driving into an experience. In a modern world most
of us are out the door before the sun is up and heading home well after it
has set. It’s coming to the stage where we have less opportunity to get a
good dose of vitamin D. Now picture this, it’s a beautiful spring Sunday,
you take the top down and now you can sit back and truly enjoy the
sunshine.
A top may not for everyone, you just have to decide whether it’s for you.

